Increasing the applicability of density functional theory. II. Correlation potentials from the random phase approximation and beyond.
Density functional theory (DFT) results are mistrusted at times due to the presence of an unknown exchange correlation functional, with no practical way to guarantee convergence to the right answer. The use of a known exchange correlation functional based on wave-function theory helps to alleviate such mistrust. The exchange correlation functionals can be written exactly in terms of the density-density response function using the adiabatic-connection and fluctuation-dissipation framework. The random phase approximation (RPA) is the simplest approximation for the density-density response function. Since the correlation functional obtained from RPA is equivalent to the direct ring coupled cluster doubles (ring-CCD) correlation functional, meaning only Coulomb interactions are included, one can bracket RPA between many body perturbation theory (MBPT)-2 and CCD with the latter having all ring, ladder, and exchange contributions. Using an optimized effective potential strategy, we obtain correlation potentials corresponding to MBPT-2, RPA (ring-CCD), linear-CCD, and CCD. Using the suitable choice of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Kohn-Sham self-consistent calculations are performed. The spatial behavior of the resulting potentials, total energies, and the HOMO eigenvalues are compared with the exact values for spherical atoms. Further, we demonstrate that the self-consistent eigenvalues obtained from these consistent potentials used in ab initio dft approximate all principal ionization potentials as demanded by ionization potential theorem.